




























































































































 procedures used 
in 
the Testing Office. 
Ella  Harrison, 
senior, said she 
became 
"very  angry" 
after her 
unsuccessful attempt 
to get a refund 
for the $15 
fee she had paid to take 
the English 100W 
waiver exam. 
Harrison said she 
registered  for 
the exam late and then tried to get a 
refund 
the day before the exam after 
finding out her 
husband needed oral 
surgery. 
She said she was not informed 
by the testing office until 
after  she 
registered
 for the exam that 
students must apply for refunds 
three days











the  test 







exam,  it 
was too 
late for 



















 the test. 
"I 
had  several 
contacts 
with  the 
office," 























out the door." 
Harrison
 called the 
policy  of not 
informing students
 of the rules 
before they 




 They (the 




"I have a 
responsibility  as a 
student  to adhere to 


















celebration started this weekend, 







niversary of the 3attle 
of Puebla, which started




Harrison  said, 
"but  
the
 testing office has
 a responsibility 
too  
to inform students




 she is less 
con-
cerned
 with the 
lost
 $15 than 
with  the 
principle involved.  
"At this point
 the money 
is 
secondary 
to me," she 







rights  is wrong." 
"I would 






about it (the 



















complaint,"  she said. 
Harrison's efforts were
 
rewarded  she 
received  a letter 
from the 
omsbudsman  last week 
saying
 the refund policy has 
been
 
changed, that hereafter 
"office  staff 
will . . inform students"
 that they 
waive 
their right to a refund if 
they  
register late for the 
English  100W 
exam." 
Harrison said she 
doesn't
 expect 
to get back the 
$15 she paid to the 
testing office. But 
she  will feel 
satisfied, she
 said, if "students will
 
now 
know they have 
rights,
 and 
know they have 
recourses  when they 
think  their rights have 




























 enough of it. 
In some of the classrooms at 
SJSU, it's wrong. 
For the answer to this clever 




director of Plant Operations, 
keeping SJSU's timepieces up with 
Daylight
 Savings Time isn't as easy 
as clockwork. 
"These clocks have a mind of 
their 
own,"  McGinley said. "We 
reset the clocks on the 26th ( of 
April). Some reset and a lot didn't." 
A spot check yesterday of 30 
clocks in various campus locations 
showed all but three had the correct 
time. 













 results were released 
Monday  for 11 SJSU 
Academic  
Senate















SJSU  senators 
Helen
 Ross, Health 
Science 
Department,  and Martha 
Thompson, 
Nursing  Department, in 
the race for the 
CSU  Senate seat that 
expires in 1984. 
Robert Wilson, Social Science 
Program, ousted 
incumbent George 
Moore, history, in the competition 
for the 
CSU  Senate seat that expires 
in 1985. 








existent  for 9 of the 11 vacant SJSU 
Senate positions.
 Only the schools of 
engineering
 and education had more 








 Engineering seat. 
Spicher
 




Barbara Lopossa, elementary 
education,  is the 
School of 
Education's  representative to the 
senate. Lopossa defeated
 Gloria 

























studies,  had 
no com-
petition 
for the School 
of Business 
seat  and won 
the  election. 
Two candidates 
sought and won 
the
 two vacancies
 from the 
School  of 
Humanities
 and the 












 Ruth Yaffe, 
chemistry, won the School of Science 
seat after running unopposed. 
In addition, incumbent Roy 
Young, 
political science, was elected 
the School of Social Sciences 
representative after running 
unopposed. 
Three candidates ran and were 
elected as representatives from 
the 
general unit, which covers all areas 
not represented by the seven 
schools. They are incumbent Louie 
Barozzi, 










Senate  office 
April  27. All 
faculty  were 
eligible































seats  went 
uncontested.
 
"A lot of 
people  feel that 
the job 
takes a lot of 
time,"




people  are 










Holly  Fletcher 
Opinion polls are traditional 
headline makers. 




 poll can make 
or break 
election bids; 
during  television 
ratings





 of favored 
programs.
 And the 
increasing  
frequency
 of surveys 
about  the sex 





























































































































 favor of 





"If  they 
are 
really hot 











they willing to 






 Ron Barrett, S.U. 
director, the union has used polls in 
the past and he 
said
 they are used to 
"get good input from students,
 so the 
board  can be guided." 
The poll lists 
the following 
facilities  as possible 
additions to the 
Student 
Union:
 A pro shop, a 
plant 
shop, a hair salon,
 t,:avel agency, 
dartboard
 area, a 
coin -operated 





The poll also 
asks whether the 
students have attended events in the 
union  and whether they have ever 
used facilities
 like the art gallery, 
games room, lounge areas or 
restrooms.
 
Reed said 680 students were 
polled last week by 70 student 
pollsters He said the students
 were 
randomly chosen as they walked by 
the Union and the Clark Library and 
that 90 percent of those students 
asked filled out the forms. He said 





proximately  1500 
students  M an in -
class 
survey from randomly chosen 
classes. He said 
the in -class polling, 
which 






















weeks.  Reed 


























people  think. 




























 in the 



























clock  which 
showed
 5:30 when
 it was 
really 10: 25 
a.m. 
Down  the hall 





 in S-131, 
one  
would  have to be 
somewhere in 
the middle 
of the Pacific 
Ocean for 
the 5:30




student  in the room
 for a 
physics









Don Ackley, a 





on time for?" 




ciocks  is really
 in the 
master  
control 























 in the 
master 
panel,  an 
underground  














specialist  in 
if we can 
find
 
someone to fix 












niversary,  the 
installation




















need  to hire 
another 















system is no 
longer the best











 buy a plug-in
 clock for 
about $12." 
Some of the
 clocks are not only 
out
 of kilter but also
 are broken. 
"We know 
we have 15 broken 
clocks," McGinley 
said.  "We're 
fixing five now."
 
He believes the clocks are 
"something we should
 address" but 
that Plant Operations 'an't ef-
fectively
 do so until it starts its 
planned maintenance system. 
The system is stalled because 
the freeze prevents Plant Operations 
from buying the necessary 
com-
puter. 
Plant operation's clock is a plug-
in model, 
which McGinley likes. 
"It's not on the main system,
 














first Campus Recognition Program has been 
established to recognize individuals who contribute to 
equal opportunities for students with disabilities. 
"The awards program is for outstanding faculty, 
students, staff and 
alumni who have been successful role 


























 to G rodha us 
Nominations
 
are being accepted for
 five 

























disability  who h as 
demonstrated
 academic 
achievment  as 
well as becoming involved
 in 












 may or 
may not 
have  a 
disability.  
He









concerns  of 
disabled  
students  
and  has 












































who  is 
responsive










































 should be 
part  of his 
business.
 
Joe Allen, the 




 thinks it 
shouldn't
 be any
 of his. 
These  are just 
two





and  politicians 
who have 
signed
 a petition 
which would 















years or older, shall
 not be 






 nor be subject to any permit
 or license 
requirement,












physicians  be 























initiative  also 
includes  a 
stipulation
 which 











 use, but 
California's 




 65 years of 
enforcement 
failure, and 
millions  of 








 to rise, 

















approving  two 
drugs  proven 














encourage  our 
youth  to 








The  results 
are
 a panic among
 the 
uneducated,
 and a 









 have any 
direct effect
 on laws 
regarding
 sales, 












mandate  a 
state
 code of 












rights,  and 
disallows  
the
 right to 








marijuana  in 
the
 state of 
California  
should  not be 





 of tobacco 
and drinkers
 of alcohol
 are not 
grouped  with 
thieves, 
rapists  and 
murderers,
 so why 
should  this 





 if one does
 not smoke,
 should we 













could  be 
better
 used 
fighting  real 
crime? 
Our court 





jails  with 
more tax
 money 





is time we fought
 real crimes,
 and for the 




 limits by 





 support of this 
new initiative, 
and encourage 
all to sign 
the 
petitions now 
circulating  to put 
it





 write to: FREE
 POT, P.O. Box 
6441, San Jose, 
Ca. 






















"Yes I'm biased 
against  
sports," I said to my 
housemate who 




 I'm not going 
to 
chip
 in for it." 





it.  I finally
 
recognized my hate of 




basketball  and 
boxing.
 Especially boxing. 
But I had 
to
 sit down and 
think 
about  what I was 
saying  there in my 





remembered watching a 
basketball 
player getting his head 
slammed 
in after he put on a great 
double fake 





listening  to the 
mad ravings of 
some  demented 
announcer
 shouting out
 of the tube 
that 
"this  fight will be the 
greatest 
event of 
the  20th century." 




 has turned 
into
 a way for millions to make
 a 
living  and 
for some to rake in 
big 
bucks  off the 
viciousness and 
vacarious
 thrills of "professionals" 
tackling, slamming,
 or beating each 
other's brains out. 
Like 
gladiators of old, 
these men 
( and









politician  with a 
bright and 







 wasn't Tom 
McEnery  or 
Claude




for San Jose, 
but Gore Vidal, 
renowned 
novelist  and 
playwright.  
Vidal spoke
 for an hour 
at the S.U. 
amphitheater  
before  an 
estimated
 crowd of 
300, many of 
whom were 
interested






Man" ) continue 
his political 
campaign  in quest 
of the 
Democratic  
nomination  for 
one of the two








Few of them were disappointed. 
Vidal made them 
laugh, applaud
 and  most im-
portantly  think when he introduced himself as the 
"peace 
candidate" last Friday. 
He exposed a desire to buck the traditional political 
ideals of other Senate members, that of persistent at-
tempts to please their military and industrial con-
stituents.  
Instead,  he stressed his desires to act on an individual 
impulse, not that of a messenger for the corporate system. 
His wish was both admirable and refreshing.
 
Vidal is admirable in his desire to maintain an en-
dangered trait in politicians ( or anyone for that matter), 
self integrity, and refreshing in his biting and brilliant 
anecdotes concerning 
all  topics. 
It is no surprise then, that the erudite Vidal has 
skyrocketed
 from political obscurity six weeks ago to a 
respectable 17 percent rating in the polls, good for second 
place  behind Gov. 
Edmund G. Brown
 Jr. who seems 
assured  of about 
half
 of the Democratic
 vote. 
Vidal  has parlayed
 his profound 
philosophies  into 
painfully 
honest  assessments 
of
 our society, exposing
 the 
corrupt  and 
lecherous
 motives that 
have spurred the 




 is a total corruption
 now in major 
political 
races, as 
compared  to the 
1960
 race (he ran 
un-




 are constantly 
raising  money 
and
 oblivious of their
 constituents. 
They're  always 
thinking 
about the next 
election  and what 
the 'machine' 
thinks.
 They rarely, if 
ever,  get anything 
done."   Gore 
Vidal 
What 
sets Vidal apart 
from  so many of 
his new 
colleagues 
is the simple fact 
that




fantasize  of being. 
He thinks circles 
around his 
opponents
 (he has four
 of 
them
 in his bid for the 
Senate) and Brown,
 in particular, 
refuses 
to
 answer the 
challenges  of Vidal 
to a debate, 
fearing 
that he'll be 
crucified  by a 
plethora
 of cutting 
remarks. 
Obviously, the 
crowd of 300 senses





wizardry  of Vidal. 
The
 man knows how 
to 
assemble 




 by the masses. 
Gore 
Vidal has passed 
through SJSU 
with  his flam-
boyant 
bandinage  amid a cool and 
calm exterior. 
He
 presented a 
brief  dissertation 
at the outset of 
his 
speech









Canal  and corporate
 
taxation)
 and then 
fielded
 a number 
of
 queries from 
his  
audience 
with a flair 
and fervor 
exhibited  by few 
politicians. 
That's what 
distingLishes  Vidal 
from
 his peers, an 
honesty
 that cries 
out  because of 
despair  "sheer
 
frustration,"  he 
says.  
He convinced a few
 more people, 
including  myself, of 
that last
 Friday. 





are a few 
"lady netters"
 or Lady 
Spartans" 
I act out 




watch than play. 
It 
seems  a reflection 
of a gutless 
society  (although most 
pot-bellied,  
beer 






















that context. It is 
the ultimate duel, 
the final
 match, the fight 
of your life. 
It is really 
what
 sport is all about. 
"Yet  there are no 
rules in war as 
there  are in sport," 
I told my friend. 
"Well 
if there are 
no rules in 
war, then
 what is a 'war 
atrocity,'  
what were the 



































































































































































































































































































'war games," he 
said 




home the point he told 
me to pick up 
the  sports pages of 
any  
paper and
 just look at 
some












bite  the 
dust, he 
gets  nailed, they
 are wiped 
out, beaten,
 robbed of hits. 
I 
had  no 
answer,

















have  heard 
the stories 
of 



































































Do we need 
good PR? 
Well,  it 
wouldn't  hurt. But 
why





only needs to 
look
 at the 
great 
celebration
 that took place 
here last 





























as the late 
great  sport-
swriter  Red 
Smith
 said, it adds 
to 
the gaiety 
of American life. 
Yes, I 
enjoy  a softball 
game  now 
and again,
 I'll go see someone
 play, 
and
 even pay to do so (lam a 
Giant 
and 49er partisan).
 But there is 
something
 so evil, so wrong, so 
disgusting about sports that there is 
no
 way I would buy a cable sports 
channel. 








 not directed so 
much to the Spartan 
Daily  as it is to 
the 
Music Department and 
the 
students at this 
campus who enjoy 
classical as well as 




Board  has 
brought,
 over the years, a 





world-renowned  artists 
whose appearances
 have lent great 
prestige and 
repute to the campus 
and community of 
San Jose State 
University. 
They include 
Peter  Serkin, 
Carlos 





Braxton and Philip 
Glass.
 There is a 
danger 
now  that such 
artists
 will no 
longer appear
 here. 
It is the 
intention
 of some 
members
 of the A.S. 
board of 
directors that
 the two 
positions  on 
the program board 
responsible for 
these  presentations be axed. 
Why? 
They do not say, but 
ostensibly their 
reasoning
 is that 
they 
sometimes cost more to 
produce than 
they take in. 
Although 




 and is specifically 
required to 
present such programs 
without concern
 to income, the AS. 
board of 
directors  don't like the 
idea that they 
don't  make money. 
If you are concerned 
about 
seeing  programs like Michael 
Lorimer and
 Steve Reich being 
eliminated please
 call or write 
James Rowen, Associated
 Students 
office, Student Union Building,
 
gJSU, 
277-3201.  He is responsible for 
wanting
 to eliminate these 
programs. 
If 
enough people care about 
what happens 
to classical presen-
tations on this campus and let Mr. 
Rowen know 
how they feel, perhaps 
we can prevent 
this mindless 













 to thank the 
hard-
working,




 the A.S. Program 
Board. 
First on 
Friday,  Gore 
Vidal;  
then the next 






putting  on the 




the best programs 
I've
 been to 
this semester.
 
Next year, let's return the Blues 
Festival to a two-day 
affair like last 
year's. 
Gore Vidal was one of the best 
speakers I've seen come
 to SJSU. 
More! More! 













On April 22, 
I read a number of 
articles pertaining to 
financial 
assistance. I want
 to congratulate 
you for 

















These  articles gave
 students 
ideas on what they 
can do to get 
financial 
assistance.  I hope 
these  
students will look














































































































































































































but you don't have the right to take 
someone 
else's life In the 
same 
situation. 
Yes, the child 
will
 suffer and will 
cause you to 
have to put out 
a lot 




 does any 
man  or 
woman 
have  the right
 to be hard-
hearted and 
exempt  from any
 
tenderness
 and charity 
that  he or 
she owes 





believe  for one 
second  
that the 











 that is 
one 





















-Sachs  or 
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 of the 
California 
State  Students 
Association,  





with  the quality

















last  week 
fees
 of between
 $300 and 














and  fees," 
Klein  said, 







the  state 













 asking CPEC 
to make a study
 of the 






Last  week's 
recommendation  is a 




year,  students were 




 and ad -hoc," said 
Marj Dickin-
son,
 an associate 
director  at CPEC. 
Students in the CSU
 system now pay 
about $300 a year 
plus a $46 
surcharge.  At SJSU,
 that adds up to 
about  $196 a 
semester. 
Gov.  Edmund Brown
 Jr.'s proposed 
1982-83 budget 
recommends 
fees  of between 
$189.50  and $206 a 
semester.  
But
 a revised budget 
proposed is due 
today.  
Klein 
said  the revision 
is
 
Ilk ly to 
forecast  a $1.5 
billion to a $2.5 





forbids deficits of 
more than 
Campus Ambassadors will 
have
 Bible study 
tomorrow from 11:30 
a.m.  to 12:30 p.m. in 
the S.U. 
Montalvo Room. For more 
information call Chuck Austin 
at 356-5126. 




 have a talk on 
"World Views" at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow  in the S.U. Costanoan
 
Room. For
 more informaton call Alan 
Logan  at 292-2282 or 
Jim Stochl at 288-6339. 
   
Native 
American  Students is 
conductiong  Awareness 
Day from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.
 today at the Seventh St.
 bar-
becue 
pits. For more information 
call  Alan Levinthal at 
277-2479.  
   
The  Advertising Club 
will
 host a speaker, Curtis 
Wright,  at 6 p.m. today
 in the S.U. Guadalupe
 Room. For 
more 
information  call 
Deanna
 Ricketts at 
277-8455.
 
   
Amnesty 
international
 will meet today 
at 2:30 p.m. in 
the 
amphitheater.  For more
 information call 
Martin
 at 
266-4340 or Steve at 
379-6395. 
   
ASPB will have a 
debate  about the 
Peripheral  Canal 
( Prop. 9) 
tomorrow  at noon at the 
S.U.





   
The 
Meteorology  Department 
will have a seminar 
on 





Operational Use" by 
William Thompson,
 
tomorrow at 3:30 
p.m.  in Duncan Hall 
615.  
   
ASIAN
 will discuss issues
 in the Chinatown 
com-
munity today from
 9:30 to 
10:20
 a.m. 
in DMH 348. For 
more
 information call 
Gary  Jo at 277-2894. 
   
Student
 Health Service 
will have a stress
 
management workshop
 from 12 to 1 p.m. today
 in the S.U. 
Council 
Chambers  For more 
information  call Oscar 
Spartan Daily 
Sir, hig the San Just, Stale 
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educator  at 
277-2222.  
   















Gary  Jo at 
277-2894.  





will  have 









 Arzu at 
287-8999.  
    
SJSU  Concert
 Band will
 have a free
 concert 
today  at 
8:15 p.m. in 
the Concert









   
Reed 





p.m.  tomorrow 




call Kate Adams 
at
 998-1731. 














































   
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement 




graduation  hum 
10 a.m. 
to
 2 p.m. in 
the Art 
Quad.
 For more 
information
 call Cheryl
 Allmen at 
277-
2272.  













 Allmen at 
277-2272.  
   
The 
















































































































raising  I of 
fees)









Dickinson  said the formula
 for fee increases the 
commission 
proposes would tie 
student
 fees to state 
support. 
The state now 
pays




 is to have students
 in the CSU system
 pay 
from 10 to 20 
percent  of that figure. 
It also 
recommends  financial 





 up to $600 then the
 state would have 
to 
put in $16 million," 
Dickinson  said. 
Klein, 
however,  feels that 












































what  the 
students  
want." 
"A lot of students







 the least 





 said last 
week. 
The other 






reduced  state 





 faculty in the
 face of increasing
 enrollment
 





 ceremony honors 
students  
By Dean Precoda 
It was an occasion filled with 
pomp  and circumstance. 
The organ 




in black regalia, honored the 
president's and dean's scholars of their 
respective  
departments at Morris
 Dailey auditorium Friday af-
ternoon.  
The featured speaker, and the only person dressed in 
blue regalia, was State Senator Alfred E. Alquist whose 
11th district does not quite include the campus, but 
ac-
cording to President Gail 
Fullerton,  Alquist 
(Chairman
 of 
the Senate Finance Committee) was indispensible in 
setting up the financing for the Clark Library. 
According to presiding chair of the university honors 
committee, Dr. Marie Carr, 
there are about 200 
president's scholars and 300 dean's  scholars. 
The 
minimum  requirement for




 must have a 4.0 
G.P.A. in 
two of the
 last three 
semesters.  
Dean's 
scholars must have a 






president's  scholar, 
Sheila
 Joyce, who will 
graduate in August 
from
 business accounting,
 said, "I 
have 
more
 control over my life ( 
compared with other 
students). I have 
more job offers." 
Joyce said that she has
 gotten straight "A's" all of the 
way through
 SJSU. While in junior 
college, she only 
received four B's. 
After 
the  45 minute honors 
convocation,  the honor 
students and their families
 were invited to a reception in 
the Loma Prieta Room 











































#1 in our 
industry  
- 

















 - a 
company





























































mechanisms  and 
packaging
 
Will  also 
work





















ter systems. Will 
work  
with  
high  speed TTL and 
MOS  
circuits.












































































































 in '80-81 and
 a 
management 







































To schedule an 
appointment,  
ph-i 















interviews  are 
not  
convenient,  please 






































Greek  Week 
came to a 
close  last Friday, 
Kappa Sigma






among the fraternities. Chi 










 third in the
 frater-
nities, while Kappa Delta 
and Delta Zeta
 were second 
and third 
among  the 
sororities. 
Lisa
 McCarty, Greek 
Week 
chairwoman
 said she 
thought the 
week  went off 
well overall. 
"The 
percentage  area 
of






























fun to see 
































































singing  and 
dancing  
to "Fraternity 
Man,"  "So I 

















 and Pi 











 the yellfest. 
Kappa  Delta 













 third among 
sororities. 
The yellfest 
































 it's a 




















"pretty  fun." 





 the non -Greeks
 to 
hear some of the songs we 
sing," he said. "And it was 
a chance for the 
Greeks  to 
compare  songs." 
Delta Zeta pledge 




"It was a lot of fun," 
she said. "I liked seeing all 



















Everyone was so relaxed
 
and 
had  fun 




At the Western Party 
Wednesday 








attendance,  was 
won by 
Kappa
 Sigma, Sigma 
Nu 
and 
Delta Sigma Phi 
placed second 
and  third 
among fraternities. Kappa 
Delta placed




second  and 
Delta Zeta placed 
third.  




mechanical  bull, the 
beer chug 
was the main 
event. 
Pi Kappa
 Alpha won 
for the fraternities with 
Sigma Nu 
















the  final 
day















The Phi Delta fraternity 
the Sigma Nu team tr 




Sigma Chi and Delta Zeta. 
Phi Delta  Theta and Theta 
Chi tied for second 
among 
fraternites while Chi 
Omega and Kappa Delta 
placed second and third 
respectively among 
sororities.  
The final event of the 
week was the dance in 
the 
faculty dining room with 
the band "Atlantis." 
Participation points 
went to Kappa Sigma, 
Delta Sigma Phi
 and Phi 
Delta Theta for fraternities 
and Chi Omega. Kappa 





the goal of Greek Week was 




















 of the 
SJSU chapter
 of Sigma 
Alpha Mu 
fraternity 
and  their 
supporters
 bounced 




















America,  raising 
close 
to $1,200




 according to 
Garry 
lammle,  Sigma






















fraternity  in 
support 









adding  that 
having  the 







and  a $750 
increase  in 
donations  
over last year. 





 soccer team 
were on hand.






guests  were 
allowed  to 
"Kiss -a
-Shaker."  
Alpha Phi sorority also 
helped
 out the fraternity. 
"We share the same 
philanthropy," said Jenny 
Morgan. "They
 helped us out at our 
teeter-totter-a-thon,  
so we decided 
to help out here." 
Many guests of the 
park








 man put money into a 
canister  he said, "It's 
just that I owe
 my life to the 
heart  association." 
The man, Vern 
Marcos,
 explained later that he had a 
pacemaker
 which cost 
$2,000.  
"If it wasn't 
through  donations, a 
lot of people 
wouldn't  get 
pacemakers."  he 
said.  
Fraterny
 members told why they 
decided to bounce 
balls all day. 
Mike 
Hanlon,  Sigma Alpha 
Mu president said, "I 
think it's great
 we get out here 
and  raise money for 
our 
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lunch 
on
 our menu 
(You can eat
























"It shows we do more than drink beer," he said. "We 
can be at Santa Cruz right 
now,  but we're here." 
Pledge John Farmer said, "I came out here to be part 
of the fraternity and give my earnest and 
wholehearted  
support to the Heart Association." 
Will Linder, a business junior, raised $252, the most of 
all participants for the association, and won a four -day,
 
three night





conjunction with Yosemite. 
"It's easy to 
get sponsors," he said. 
"One of my 
sponsors said the 
Heart  Association helped her 
mother  out 
when she had a heart attack 
and  pledged five cents per 
hour." 
Each participant
 was sponsred for each 
minute he or 
she 
bounced.  The participants
 could be paid up to 
five 
cents per minute,
 and $9 maximum overall. 
Linder said this year's




 held at Oakridge 
Mall in San Jose. 
"There  is a lot more 
crowd
 participation," he 
said.  
"You
 can talk to people. 
Little  kids come up and 
want
 to 
bounce the ball and Bugs Bunny
 was over here bouncing 
for awhile too." 
Linder said the importance of 
him being there was all 
the money goes to the Heart Association.
 
"If it helps one or two 
people,  it does my heart 
good
 










 School of 




SJSU  are 





















 on the 








 d is 
abilities
 and can 
be a valuable







 9:00am. 2:00 pm. 
Workshops:
 10:00 am. - Noon and 
3:00 pm. - 5:00 
Workshop Fees: $5 
for SJSU staff, 
faculty 




Advanced  registeration required:
 
Contact Secondary Education, 
277-2642 or 







 forms. Brenda Baynard or 
Peggy 
Grodhaus.  
One unit credit available, call 
Dr. 
Wilson  at 277-2677 
charges
 











 to catch 
up
 during the 
on
 whether the goal was 





was  a good 
basic  idea 
"This year Greek but it kind of got out of hand 
Week was
 kind of a farce," 
on
 the competitive side."
 
said 
Bret  Yeilding, Delta 
By giving points for 
Sigma Phi president, percentage
 of attendance, 
"because of 
lack of par- Ruspil said the larger
 
ticipation and too 





"One hundred percent 
"It ( the 
competition  ) show for anything is rare 
tended
 to drive apart for 
large  houses," Ruspil 
houses
 instead of pulling 




to do. We need time to 
Phi 
Kappa  Alpha 
devote















said  she 
didn't 




































































on,  that 

























 can you get S..  
Merlin    
$45.00
 
Doubletime Printer  
$110.00
 




Chase  AT cass  
$18.00 
Keypad  AP  
$130.00
 
Magic Window  
$50.00
 










World Builders  
$25.00
 












The widest selection of 
Software 
for Atari, Apple, 
TRS-80, 
PMC,  CP/M, NEC, 
Xerox 820, etc. 
AND . . . 
we
 


































Swashbuckler   
$24.00
 















Basic  Faster Better Disk 




Snake Byte  $22.00 




 Stand  
$22.00 
Diskette Binder  $25.00 
Leather Diskette
 Case  
$18.00
 
















at 394 E. 
Campbell  Ave. 










































1705 Union Ave 
































































































































































































 two people were playing 
at 
one  time 
as
 he 





































 the bass 
parts  and his right hand 
played the
 treble parts,




attached  to 
the board 
around 






















"When you're a 




once," he said 
later.  
I.ampi said 
reactions  to the stick vary. 
"You're 
going to have a 
certain 
amount of 
people  that 
realize it's something different, and a certain amount that 
are oblivious," he said. " A lot of people think it's just a 
guitar, they can't even tell by their ears." 
His
 theory was borne out by the responses of Pub 
patrons.
 
"To me, it sounds like a bunch of noise," said health 
science senior Sharon Ainsworth. "It doesn't have any 
meaning." 
Charley Thompson, a radio/TV senior, said he was 
"amazed at his 
( Lampi's ) ability to 















By Cary Wyant-Shairer 
The effects of cuts in 
social service programs 
are being felt by SJSU's 
School of Social Work, 
according 
to
 Luis Medina, 
dean
 of the school. 
There has
 been almost 
a 50 percent reduction in 
qudents applying to the 
school in 
the past two 
years. Medina said the 
recent fall -off in ap-
plications 
may be at-
tributed to cuts in social 
services resulting from 
SProposition 13 and 
budget
 
cuts by the Reagan ad-
ministration. 
Medina also said 
graduates from the school 
"by and large are having 
trouble 
getting jobs," 
though opportunities still 
exist in the San Jose area 






 the Reagan 
budget




































 can just 
ignore 



























































Peak Season Rates 






















rates  for 
off-season travel.
 









Write  for brochure: 
P.O. Box 18305 




 sandwiches for 
lunch and 






 tell me they've 
never seen anything like 
that before," 
Medina said. 
He said private in-
dustry can 
help  the poor 
through donations to 
charities 
but  "There are 
limitations on what they 
can
 do," noting there's no 
way they can make up for 




"If it ( inflation were 
in just one or two 
areas,"  
Medina said, "It would be 
easier for people to deal 
with. But it's tran-
sportation, housing, food, 
increased utilities." 
Medina said he isn't 
sure where the money for 
social services will come 
from. 
"It ( the money) will 
come through the 
states 
now - but there will be 
reductions  ( in the 
amounts)," he 
said.  "I'm 
not too optimistic the 
county can do much." 
Medina  said social 
work students who 
know 
Spanish still have
 a good 
chance





 )of social work) at 
SJSU is to 
help  prepare 
students to work 
with the 
Hispanic community," he 
said. 




Medina said social 
work agencies,
 located in 
San 
Francisco  and 
in Los 
Angeles, 
have  recently 
asked
 him for a list
 of SJSU 
graduates
 who speak 
Spanish. 
rhythm guitar at the same time." 
"When he first started playing.  I was looking to see if 
he had a tape recorder because it was so complicated," 
Thompson added. 
Chris Goddard, an 




"The first time I'd ever heard the instrument
 was a 
revelation I think he needs a little bit better am-
plification," Goddard said. "He has plenty of power but he 
needs a little more range of tones." 
Aeronautics senior Brad Young was hearing the stick 
for the first time. 




 a horn player, was 
attracted






"I really like 
sax,"  he said, "but I 
wanted
 something 
where I could also
 hear a more complete sound." 
Lampi said that the stick 
is actually closest to a piano 
but has 
the  advantage of a 
vibrato







can  bend and do 
all the vocal 






himself,  had the 
last word on the
 stick. 
"It's a real touchy
 instrument but the
 possibilities are 
endless,"
 he said. 
/-11144401 
Luis Medina, dean of the 
School of Social Work, says his 
program is feeling the impact of proposition 13 and federal 
Concert
 to feature student 
soloist,  conductor 
SJSU











 tonight in the
 Music 
Building
 Concert Hall. 















 of the 

















 a music 
major.  
Kimberly  






for  Solo 
Alto
 Sax," 





 is a jazz 
in-
spired 
serenade,"  Cline 
said.  
Stuart Clark, also 
a music major, will 
conduct  "Flourish for Wind 
Band,"  composed by 
Vaughn Williams. 
Music major Christine
 Lemmon will conduct
 
"Chester," 
an -overture for a band.
 This piece 
was composed by 
William
 Schuman. 
"Both  conductors are 
energetic,"
 Cline said. 
"They put 
everything  they've got 




to Cline, the Concert 
Band varies 






 the community 




also a performing 
musician, 
playing 
principal  clarinet 


















that  makes 




































 booth to 
let disabled 
students 
know  of the 
services 























 a history 
of
 either one a- 
can be 
perceived




She said an 
impairment 




 or the 
per-
manent 












































unfit for a job. 
Sampson,  
who





















 The booth 
will 
be in the Art
 Quad from 



















 a.m. to 
2:30  p.m. 
in 





The  adapted van 
will be located 
in 












 !ant facts about
 
trio







 cuts. Enrollment 
dropped  almost 50 
percent
 in two 
years because 
students search for careers
 in more demand. 





 support to 
those 
sections  of the 
band where 
students  are 
still needed,"
 Cline said. 
"The band could really use students in the 
woodwind and brass sections," he added. 
Concert Band is offered through the Music 
Band ( Music 
120)
 for one unit. 
-Any student 
who's  played a musical in-
strument in high school is 
invited  to consider 
joining the Concert Band," Cline said. 
"We're  
really interested in growing." 
According





 1:30 to 3:20 
p.m.
 on Tuesday and
 
Thursday. 
The  band 
usually
 plays two









 a lot of 
fun,"  Cline 
said.  "The 
band  also has
 
a 
variety  of 



















William  Trimble. 
Each group will 
perform for approximately 
40 minutes, according to 
Cline,  with a 10-minute 
intermission. Admission is free. For further 
information contact the Music Depai 














The San Jose Museum of Art 
may close its doors 
unless it is able to generate
 ;100,000 by the closing of the 
fiscal year, July 30, 1982. 
According to 
Museum
 Director Albert Dixon, the 
museum is 
"just about out of operating money." 
Dixon made the 
announcement  last Wednesday 
morning.  
If 
financial  needs are not met, Dixon 
said,
 "we may 
just vanish into the woodwork. Our 
principle problem is 
that people do not know that
 we are here." 
The 8140,000
 received from the San Jose 
Fine Arts 
Commission for fiscal year 1981-82
 has already been 
depleted and the staff 




 $222,000 for next year. 
In the past, 
the museum has relied upon
 grants for the 
major part of its 
funding. Now it is hoping
 to shift its 
revenue
 base to membership





 from those kinds 
of dependencies," 
Dixon said, in view 
of the present trend  
away  from the 
arts and humanities. 
He emphasized
 that the museum 
is not a city, state 
or
 
federally funded museum. 
According
 to Development 




has 17,000 members which
 represent 9 
percent of its annual 




 to gain 1 percent
 of the approximately
 
500,000 households in 
the  community. 
The museum,
 located within 
walking distance
 of the 
SJSU campus at 110 
S. Market St., is planning
 to saturate 
the south 
bay  community 
through





















 it and it will go away," 
designed 
to help the struggle for 
community  awareness. 
The goal of the 
current campaign is to 
generate  "5,000 
new, signed -up, paying 
members"  by July 30 in an at-
tempt to keep
 the 12 -year -old musuem afloat,
 Dixon said. 
While  Dixon acknowledged 
the  possibility of charging 
admission to the 
museum,
 he opposed it 
stating
 that "the 
first thing you do is cut off children and 
older
 people and 





 have to 










here," Olson said 
refering  to the educational
 support 




the museum to function in its present 
capacity.  
One thing hurting




competition  with other bay 
area
 museums such as the San 






go out of habit," he said, but "that style is changing." 
The  irony of the present 
situation is the museum's
 
planned
 expansion that has been in the 
works for several 
years. Although 
funding has been 
provided
 for the 
proposed annex through grants from 
various cor-
porations, the funds are specificallly for the expansion. 
But that funding is contingent upon the
 museum's present 
ability to survive on a day-to-day level. 
What does the museum have to offer in exchange for 
the community's support? "An operating, functioning, six 
gallery museum with 57 changing exhibits," as well as the 
many other cultural services the museum offers the 
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 to his 
round 
middle,  







There  is 
















his  face 
lights  up 





 of a little
 boy who 
just figured








the problems of 
life,  top. Surrounded by memorabilia given to him 
by 
friends and former students, McNair is at 
home in his small house near 
camus,  above. As dusk falls through 
his  windows, McNair relaxes in 
the twilight after a 
day  of teaching, silently sipping a can of 
beer  and 
smoking a cigarette,
 left. The track shoes that 
hang unceremoniously 
from his lamp are 
his  prize possessions because
 they are track shoes 
given 
to him by Lee Evans who 
set the world record in 
the 440 in 
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stuff  but 
get  a good 
grade," said
 Curt 
Huber,  a 
political
 science 
major.  "But 
in Dr. 




not the A or 









that  is 
important.
 You can 
take what 
you  get 
out
 of class and 
apply it to your
 life and 
become
 a better 
person." 
McNair  doesn't 
believe
 in grades. He 
suggested 
trying
 new techniques of grading 
such as giving an exam 
without a grade or a 
grade  without an exam 
"and  the kids 
got angry," he said. "They fell apart." 
McNair often tells jokes
 in class, laughing in a funny,
 
snorting way. "See?
 What fun we're having!"
 he says 
gleefully. 




alienates  you from life' 
Although he loves to laugh and to make others laugh, 






 you from life," so he does not 
does 
own a car, he 






washing  machine. He doesn't
 trust the medical( 
w p 
profession so he won't
 take medicine. He 











 can't destroy 
the environment,
 put on the 
Vietnam war and
 be proud of being 
No. 1 when we 
aren't,"  
he said. 
"We  are going the
 way of all 
civilizations.  
Everyone 
knows  we're down
 except us. 
"We  are the 
joke of the 
20th  century. 
Everyone is 




grades  are 










told  his 
class.
 "You 
need  to find 
your own 















there,"  he 
said 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































importance  of 
life  and the 
finality


































 I didn't have," he told his 
lass, "and 
the  whites had 




















later that, because of the racism and
 
the 




painful" and played a part in his nervous breakdown. 
"But it gets less and 
less painful the more I get into the 
present."
 
He tries hard to live in the present 
and  is not in-
terested in talking about his past. But his past is far from 
uninteresting.
 
After leaving Lona at 17, McNair 
attended
 Wake 






addition to his professorial duties, McNair is also a 
some-time, albeit disillusioned, 
Episcopal
 priest. 
This would probably surprise many of his students, 
considering his frequent use
 of profanity and his obvious 
pleasure in telling dirty jokes to the class. 
The four-letter words are 
used for their shock value, 
he 
says.  "Of course, as a priest 
I would never use 
profanity. I'd use Latin







'I'm all for the experience of 
marriage, 




Marry  after the 
child  
is on the way.'
 
Although McNair's own marriage ended after 14 
years, he still believes fervently 
in the institution of 
marriage,
 but with a twist. 
"I'm all for the experience of marriage," he said, 
"but live together first, for God's sake.
 Marry after the 
child is on 
the  way." 
As a priest 'in good standing," 
McNair  still marries 
students 
occasionally,  but goes no further in 
participating
 
in the church. He has decided 
that the church has "sold 
out" and that religion is "silly." 
"The claims of the church are spurious," he says.  
"They represent the 
bank.  The institution bored me.They 
are so interested in money they 
forgot
 what their business 
$ I  r(it People are 
looking for answers but they won't find 
them in institutionalized 
religion,
 McNair said. "The 
answers are going to have 
to
 conic from their own heads." 
What brought about such 
a drastic change' "The 
students changed my attitude," 
he
 said. "They answer 
my 
questions and keep me going. They 
keep  me young." 
When a former 
student  told McNair that his class 
made 
him think and "shook him up," 
McNair acted 
surprised.  
"Did I really shake you up?
 Why?
 
It was the truth." 
 
Besides,  he added with a 
giggle,
 "I'm not interested in 
what you're thinking. I'm 
trying to improve myself." 
After  receiving his bachelor of divinity 
degree,
 Mc-
Nair lived with Indian 
tribes  in Arizona and New 
Mexico  
for almost three




"We were there to find out 
what
 they knew and to save 
what 
they knew. They knew we were friends
 trying to help 
with the survival of their 
culture." 
McNair  then taught sociology 
at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
But  when McNair got a 
divorce,
 he was 
tired.
 
"They don 't put up with
 divorced people there," he 
said. 
"That's
 why I came to California.
 People don't think 
those 
things are important
 here. A priest being 
divorced 
and teaching was
 shocking. Priests aren't
 supposed to get 
livorced."  
So McNair




 Theological Union. 
But he 
"got tired of it" 
and moved to San Jose in 
1965.  
"I like 
freshmen before they get 
corrupted," he said 
"I teach more intelligent 
people  now." 
McNair and SJSU 
have a "mutual 
admiration  
society,"
 he said. "I adore SJSU. 
I think it's great and it 
annoys
 me that the faculty can't
 see it. They live in Palo 
alto. Why 
don't  they live in the community? It 
should  be a 
law." 
And SJSU seems 
to adore him. 
"Dr.  McNair always tries to make 
people feel better," 
said Audrey 
Vermillion,  secretary of 
the Sociology 
Department. "He has the 
largest student enrollment in 
the 
department.
 His classes are 
almost




a lot of his students and in 
return they 
give
 hint a lot. His students
 are very supportive. 
If he is 
out, they will 
call and see if he is 




 him a 
birthday
 party." 
But not all of McNair's 
student  are full of praise. 
"McNair did 
not relate any of his teachings to 
youth,  
which is 
what Sociology 174 (Sociology
 of Youth) is all 
about," quotes 
the  Tower List. 
Another former student is 
quoted as complaining that
 
McNair 
"constantly  talks about 
opening one's mind but 
refuses to open 





McNair is "a lot
 of fun" said 
Kevin  Wagoner, a 
student 
currently enrolled
 in McNair's 








 helps him 
open
 his eyes to 






"My biggest complaint is that he will 
touch  on 
something and then get off it real quickly," said the ad-
ministration of 
justice  major. "We don't attack the issues 
and he 
doesn't  listen real well. 
"McNair gives it to you loud and dirty," Wagoner 
added. "But students remember it. We can't afford to 
beat around the bush. Some people are 
probably sur-
prised or put off by his profanity at first, but after they see 
what he is trying to achieve and how 



















 SJSU, but he 
has harsh words 
to
 
say about its 
administration. 
"I would fire 
them  all and 
start





 building a 
$13.5  
million library
 that looks like
 that. 
"I've waited 
16 years for a 
library  and they 
give me 
shit.  Just think 
what! could with 





 has strong 
feelings  about 
some  of his fellow
 
faculty members,




sociologists,  but 
they know 
nothing about how
 society works," 
he
 said. "They have 
textbook 
knowledge  but it 
is bad knowledge.
 It would not 
occur to me to 
listen to anything 
they say. 
"Life is a 
banquet
 table and these
 poor suckers 
are  
starving
 to death," he 
said,  quoting from 
the film "Auntie 
Mame." 











culture  is now up to "faking it" he said. "Non-
dairy whipped cream -there 
can be no such thing! They 
are making non -pig bacon now and the Weight Watcher 
crowd 
can make a pork chop that looks like a pork chop."  
McNair's life Ls his 
students
 and his teaching. He is 
happiest when he is in the classroom.
 He actively involves 
himself with his students' activities, especially athletics. 
His 
well-worn,  familiar cap is covered with pins and 
buttons given to him by students over the years -judo, 
bowling, baseball, 
track,
 even a pin from a student that 
went to the Olympics. 
He 
has  a professor -of -the-year pin awarded to him by 
an honorary fraternity on campus, and a peace pin from a 




 contact with many of his former students, 
even some who are over seas. 
McNair said he is 
not going to retire from teaching. 
"I'm going to teach until I'm 70. My chances of getting 
that far are practically nil, but if I'm still in 
good  shape 
and they say! can't teach,
 I will go to the courts." 
Sociology 
department secretary Audrey 
Vermillion  
said  she doesn't know what the 
department  will do when 
McNair retires. 
"But! don't know what he will do either.
 
This is his life. He is 
at
 loose ends during the summer. He 
can't  wait to get back 
with his students." 
McNair  looks sad 
when  he dismisses his last class for 
the weekend. "I hate 
to let you go," he said. "I miss you
 













































Laughter is a 
common form of expression for 
McNair, whether
 he is at home listening to 
friends, top, or in his classroom
 telling jokes to 
his 
Social Problems class, below.
 Often, 
students seek 
McNair  after class, some being 
invited to visit him at home. 
James Hawkins, a 
finance senior who is in McNair's 
Sociology  of 
Youth class, takes advantage of a slow af-
ternoon 
to visit McNair's and to discuss the 
secrets of life with him over a can of beer, right 
SJSt I Ability
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at







live entertainment will be provided by the Musign Theati.1 
Company, and






















 join the tun and help 
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owners  of a 22 -game winning 
streak, handed the Spartans their fifth loss in their last six games. 
Lady golfers 































































































































































 of mental 
thought.
 She is the 
example 
they 





















with  a par
-72  
and 
a 74 to 




Inkster, who finished 10th last year, 





















was able to 
improve." 
Inkster 






driver a few 
weeks  prior to 
the 
tournament.  She 
said
 
working on her 
distance  
game
 helped her out 
on the 
expansive  par -5 and 
par -4 
holes  at the Athens course. 
Gale 






 the team's 
showing. To 
correct
 what he 














 at your 
own 
pace,'  to 
'direct 
supervision.'  
"The team has to 
shape up, and I think they 
will," 
Gale  said after a 
team meeting Monday. "I 
didn't ask for opinions. I 
think it (preparation 
outline) was well 
received." 
Each player is 
required to practice at 
least 30 hours a week. 
Previously, each player 
was asked to 
practice 30 
hours a week, two-thirds of 
that time on their own. 
Gale said each player must 
now turn in a "report card" 











































































All  WORK 
GUARANTEED  
where, what and how they 
practiced
 during the week. 
The NCAA finals start at 
the 
end of May. 
"When he (Gale) says 
practice 30 hours
 a week, I 




policy. "I think in the long 
run, if we really stick to it - 
- these three weeks  it'll
 
help us." 
In addition to 
the 
report card, Gale said his 
players will be 
required  to 
run at least two miles 
every' day
 ( five days a 
week) as a team under his 
supervision. Gale said the 
running should build 
up the 
Lady  Spartans' endurance 
and mental toughness. 
"I think this (6th place 
finish) may be a blessing in 
disguise," 
Gale
 said. "We 
should be prepared, fully 
prepared (for the 
NCAA's )." Inkster 
agreed.  
"That's what I'm 
preparing for right now," 
said Inkster, referring to 
the finals. "That's the 
biggie of biggies." 
Now if only the rest of 
the Lady Spartans train 
like it's the biggie of 
biggies. If not, Mark Gale 














































 in the 
















Now 13-0 in the second 
half of 








 Spartans victim  






runs  scored 
gave the Bulldogs 114 in 
their last eight 
games. 
"I'm feeling pretty 
low,"  said a dejected SJSU 













getting  lead-off 
batter 
Joe Xavier to 
ground 
out,  Sanfillipo 
never 
retired  another 
batter as the 
next seven 

















streak) and a 
three-run 
blast
 by Randy Asadoor. 
Asadoor's










in favor of Clay Mills. 
Mills, who has 
pitched,  
catched,
 and played in 
the 
outfield for 
the Spartans at 
different




next  two 
Bulldog 
hitters
 to end the 
inning. 
In the next 
three  in-
nings, Mills shut out the
 
Bulldogs,  retiring 
seven
 
out of eight batters in one 
stretch. But the Bulldogs 
touched him for three runs 
in the






















 may include: 
10,000 
seat
 muti-use arena 
Handball and racquet ball courts 
Swimming 




Weight and exercise rooms 
STUDENT














































out of the 
game. The 
big blast













 was no mystery 
to
 the Bulldogs as they 
closed out the eight by 
scoring  eight runs. 
"I felt good, all the way 
until the end," 




 the most he 
has pitched in a game this 
year. "They're a good club, 
a well disciplined team." 
Although Menges
 could 
not find much to be happy 
about, the 
performance of 
Mills was one 
bright spot 
on
 an otherwise dark af-
ternoon. 
"He showed a lot of 
guts," 
Menges said. "He 




































































































with  a single 
to 






was never in 
any 
trouble  from 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dream  come 
true 
By
 Mike Thomas 
SJSU head gymnastics
 coach 





one  of his gymnasts 
become
 No. 
1 in the 
nation 
and take a 






Palassou won the all-around 
portion  of the United States 
Gymnastics
 Federation Western 
Regionals  last weekend 
at Stanford.
 
Palassou won seven of the 12 events
 in the compulsory 
and 
open  parts of
 the meet in his 
quest
 
for  national 
recognition
 despite having a 
painful
 foot injury that now 
confines him to crutches. 
S"He










Palassou's  total score of 





 in Syracuse, 
New 
York  in 
June. 
Along 
with  Palassou will be 









UCLA,  the 
national
 collegiate champion. 
"They take the 
top  25 gymnasts and 
rank
 them on how 
they place
 in the competition," 
Chew said. "Right now 
he 
is 10th but we 
want  him around sixth 







'He  is going to be a great asset. 
We don't need 
a 
Vidmar or a 









"I could be in the top six easy if I have a good meet," 
Palassou said. "I have to act as if it is a practice and keep 
the fact that it is a big 
meet out of my mind." 
Chew said that Palassou is one upcoming U.S. 
gymnast that is pushing the big 
names like Conner and 
Vidmar.
 
"He hasn't been on the gymnastics scene that long,"
 
Chew said, "so he doesn't
 have the notoriety they have. He 
has 
competed  in some of the TV meets but they didn't 
show 
him." 
In the last six months, Palassou has competed in the 
Sahlan Cup in South 
Africa,  the Coca -cola championships 
in England and in Japan vs. USA, 
Hungary vs. USA. and 
China 
vs. USA dual meets. This international competition 
will help Palassou in his 














center  for 
information on the military 
draft, nuclear weapons. racism. 
sexism,  
and nulear power 
Get 





afternoons  at 520 
S 10th
 St San Jose, or call 
14081  
797 249
 Join us One Peace a 
Chance. 

















backpacking,  climbing, 
cycling. 
parties and more 
ELECT  A SJSU GRADUATE and a 
20 
year  
resident of the 
campus 
community  to San Jose 
City 
Council
 District Three Vote 
Tim Fitzgerald June 
Ott, 
COME OUT 













 Rrn in the 
Student 
union For more 
into,




 can Cosmetics  
can  
do for you " "The Cosmetics 















socializing  with 
same 
are  invited to
 contact the 




 Dennis at 14151 
960 15611 or 14081 164 0638 








 980 1119 Or 
968 9074 
10 percent 






Center  Sunday, Lutheran 10 45 
am
 





 Fellowship  Supper
 
Tuesday
 at 5 
30 
pm





counseling  programs 
and 
study 




Fr Bob Hayes 
Sr 


















 no peddles 
Like new Honda Express 400 
miles 8350 eve 774 5005 
SURFBRD
 
















children/adults,  we train
 over  
p/t, tier 
Mrs  Start 
13 60/hr










Train  for PT or 
FT position 
III
 STORE 1639 E 
Santa 
Clara 
Apply II p m 
SALES 
Peddle  Wanted 
Full Part 
Time Make 











prior cop needed 











 office today 277 
7972 
CONSUMERS WANTED Castle 
Cooke Inc Earn 
$S





 Day and 
evening






14001 261 63009 4 Mon Fri 
RESTAURANT  COOK with 
broiler  
raper and kitchen helper to 
assist
 Iooks Okayama 
Rest  
Japanese cuisine 
Apply  in 
Pe, 
sOn.
 $65 AN 
6th  St 5 
ATTENTION
 GO GETTERS' 
Interested





















full/part time positions  
Days/Eves 110111 972 8035 






 Set your own hours 





 Bonus based 
on results 
Prizes
 awarded as 
well
 800 526 0883 
WANTED ANY
 MUSICIANS OR 
songwriters who need some 
.0.7
 lyrics call 293 
49114 
CLERK WANTED Part or Full 
Time  No experience necessary 
Apply in person All American 
Copy Inc 47 E 




 I 10th 
PT TEMP. 3 hrS Per DAY, PM 












GUAR MIN JOB LASTS 5 
oaks
 




work where  and when you want 
AMERICAN








 in 'Ise Student Union 
tor Fall Semester Apply now 
and land a iotz 
before
 you leave 











 to the Directors 
Otticeon
 
the  Upper 
floor  
MAJOR IN OT PT.
 Rec T 





with  Devel  Disabled 
Persons





















fisheries, oil industry and morel 
1982 Employer listings,  
in 
formation guide S4 95 Alasco, 
124 Acelanes. 
No
 Ill PD Boo 
60152, Sunnyvale, CA 94008 
HANDYMAN $600
 per hour For 
&Hs 






 painting One or allot 
the 
above  Call D.295 7438 
HOUSING 
SAN JOSE 



























 N 11th St 990 0223 
S LAKE 
TAHOE 19161 
Sal 4547 or 
544
 
1037 Ask for Moore's
 Manor 
New  deluxe
 Act For groups 
60, 
10 865
 and up daily 
smaller  unils 
available

















months rent I $30000 sec 551 S 
Sixth St 293 09897990 3408 
ATTENTION DORM DWELLERS, 
where






 whoa' THE TA CHI 
will
 have NINNY, Available 
$125' rn0
 call Bill Or 
Rick at 279 
9679 
OR 























Sixth St 793 09097998 340 
FOR 
RENT
 II& COTTAGE $265 
ALL 






























house is new 
has?'


















PRIVATE RN hall block SAU 
pre! resp male student
 non
 
smoker K oh 
hen  priv 297 76/9 
ROOMMATE  
WANTED to share 
great house in so
 
So






to shr 3 bdrrn 2ba 














 Marr cple 
1450/m0 
ROOM
 FOR RENT Female All 
privileges














 APARTMENTS One 
two three bedrooms 
Pool spa 
saunas ping 









STUDIO 1275 Furnished or 
unfurnished  for one person only 
This ad 
runs all semester 
because we almost always have 
a vacancy 795 7438 
LOST AND FOUND
 








 zip off sleeves 
REWARD, Call 
.101In at 777 
8967 








seen in Spartan Daily.,
 En 
ter tamer it found please return 

















 luv yeah. Lan,
 Bug 
SPRING IS HERE,
 AND 1 Nice guys 




colon the outdoors.  
dancing. 
quiet  limes







3401 Santa Clara 95055 
SERVICES 
MONIQUE'S etude 
tutoring  in 
French
















Pick up and 
Detivery 
Fast
 Service Call 926 
6876 





















 PIZZA PIZZA 
EXPRESS
 206 7444 serves 
SJSU/Downtown  
area to mid 
night








 HABIT Top 90 band 
available  
for 











 y 111 
rotor
 prints
 5 no, 































sale, and mang tor 









 Birth Control 
Pregnancy Tests Abortion 
Planned Parenthood 787 7576 or 
701 
9777 
MALE  DANCER and 
or 



























 Clinic in 
Pleasant Hill 415
 075 7900 
WOMEN.  How much do you know 
about 
birth 
control!  Have you 




 3 Bay Area clinics  
For information 
call 415 441  5676 
or 415 825 7900 
WEDDINGS Marry 
legally
 in your 
home 
or mine or on location No 
wailing  Beautiful





733  4645. days 
or 






distinguished  Knowing which is 
which 
and how they are used is a 
living skill Resource 
Ron  
Robertson is now available by 
appointment  
only
 for individuals 






SUMMER IN PERU 
Earn college 
credit




 in Lima 
and 
much more Call Dr 

































 in  



















agents  who 







































































































































 Is instructors, 
office 














GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD 10. 
2535 Wan nee . 
PD



















 make the 
top six in 
the  USA 
championships  in 
June. "I  
could  blow it 






































that  Palassou's consistancy is one of 
his  
major concerns" right now and that 
Palassou  has already 
made 














































































in CIE E 312 
Sutter
 













rough draft to camera 
ready
 NO 105100 big 140131 370 
1687 
TYPING Thesis. Term Papers. 
etc  Experienced and Fast. 
Reasonable
 Rates Phone 
169 
8674 


















Spaced  Page 
FrOrn
 $I 




TYPE term papers, theses.  
reports,
 resumes, old and 
repetitive 










Sc, . Sunnyvale 















Experienced  technical thesis. 
Term 
paper I 
Dissertations  Use 
equip 
which  can also do 









































Rene Iron, OR at 356
 9314 
SI 5071.1 
dbl  spaced pica 
TONY'S TYPING THAT'S TOPS 
experienced typist lor 
term 
papers 






 TYPING IBM 
Selectric 
III Prompt neat 
accurate 
Reasonable





elec  Ironic 
Prompt
 dependable service 
Alice 131 
OISS 
TYPING term paper,. etc Quick 
return 
SI 50/pg lam w/various 
414 
balls





three  lines on one day 
Each
 
011e Ten Three 
Four Five Extra 
Da, 
Da)s 
DaNs Da, s Days Day 
3  line, 
$280
 



























































 for all 
your  typino 
needs Fast I dependable. 
reasonable rates/pick up and 











Service  Term Papers. 
reports, theses
 Be proud
 of tne 
work
 you 
nand  in 
Cali  Each 
Tole...no
 at











 corr selec III Located
 
near Tully Rd and 
Senter 







typist on IBM 
Correcting








before 10p in 7630366 




from SI 00/pg resumes 
from SS 00, 
alSO business typing 
Ilse. 767 
5147,  after 
I p ry 
TYPING  done
 
in my  
home 
Sunnyvale



















SI SO per double 
spaced page phone 973 
3901
 
TYPING Neat and accurate
 
reasonable  rates 
located



















Reports,  theses, resume, 
research papers,


















term papers theses, 
resumes  
































dependable. c nosy ientious
 





 term papers 
theses, mss fast Accurate 
since 1970 IBM corr set& 361 
S 
Monroe  St 4 1Hwy




06360' 629 0913 
T Y 































PROFESSIONAL.  typing 
Performed
 
On my IBM 
correcting 






280/101 275 9705 
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE 
(corner of Scott 
and 
Benton/ Handling educational 
personal 
and your business 
typing needs




TYPING  Fast and Accurate 
SI
 75 
per page No 
resumes  
Call  




1976 13210 Datttun 4 dr 
Unt coed New lires 
good
 b.tv 
13100 or b o 
Ph 7951901 
"'OR 
SALE  .4 









'brakes  Needs 
body  
work 














































































letters  and 
spaces
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San Jose State University 
San Jose, Califs:or.  is 95192 
Moe  
For 
Classified  Desk 
Located













































 can have 
your choice 
of 























































pair of the 
speakers  shown 
above, at 
the prices
 shown  above
 














 to fill 















































good  values. 
They  are 
not  simply 























































































































 (brand new), 
for 
less  than 
the 
manufacturer's  list price of 
$350.00 





















total of $298 for
 the 
PAIR. 
Thus, your complete cost for the 
two
 speaker
 systems  AND 
the receiver 




receivers  and speakers are 
BRAND















 They are 
ALL  

















you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS,
 we also have many 
other brands with the 
receivers 
available 
for $1 with speakers  purchase. 
Thus, 












902, etc. in 



























 Models are 
























 IS 44 WATTS
 PER 
CHANNEL
 INTO FOUR OHMS 
MINIMUM
 
CONTINOUS  POWER 
OUTPUT




























 owned and 
operated)
 
San Jose - Santa 
Clara  Area: 
Mt. 






























Open It am -7 pm 






am - 7 
pin Mon. thru
 
Fri .10
 
-6 
pm 
Sat.-
 
k,10,
 
0 
I), 
t 
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